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The Rambam tells us that when Moshiach comes iyH, we will once again bring korbanos in the

Bais Hamikdash. In the meantime, the operative rule is “uneshalma parim sefaseinu – May our lips substitute for

the actual sacrifices” (Hoshea 14:3). It therefore behooves us to learn some of the lessons of korbanos even if we

cannot yet offer them properly ourselves. One of the very first pesukim seems to carry a contradiction in tenses.

The Torah states “Adam ki yakriv mikem – a person amongst you who offers a korban” (1:2). At first it uses the

singular (adam) and then switches to the plural (mikem). Why? The Alshich Hakadosh answers that this is to

teach us that all of Klal Yisrael are responsible for each other (Shavuos 39a). Therefore if one sins, everyone

bears acharayus. We may extrapolate that on the positive side, if one repents and offers a korban, everyone is

uplifted and receives expiation.

We can derive a similar rule from Rashi (5:17) later in the Sedra. The Torah tells us that someone

who sins accidentally requires kaparah – expiation – and must bring various korbanos. Rashi reminds us that

midah tovah merubah – the standard for reward is greater than that of punishment. Therefore, “if someone loses

money and a poor man picks it up and benefits from it, the loser receives credit and a mitzvah.” This teaches us a

tremendous positive and optimistic lesson. Sometimes Hashem helps us – apparently against our will – to do

mitzvos and avoid sin. This is a special gift from Hashem. Perhaps we have all had the experience of being ready

and even anxious to do something wrong, yet Hashem thwarts our plans and doesn’t allow us to get into trouble.

If we recognize this tremendous intervention on Hashem’s part, we should be eternally grateful to Him for

saving us.

The question, however, is “what about free will?” Where is our bechirah if this happens? Perhaps

the answer is in Rashi and the Alshich’s words. Hashem looks at our totality. If we try – hishtadlus – to do

mitzvos and avoid aveiros then there is a rule known as “where a person wishes to go, there heaven leads him”

(Makos 10b). Rav Elyashiv zt”l (Sefer Divrei Agadah) uses this concept to explain that when the daughter of

Paroh tried to save Moshe Rabbeinu, her arm was miraculously extended. The very fact that we do all the

hishtadlus we can often results in nisim because we did all that we could. It was in fact our bechirah to do the

right thing. If the laws of nature did not allow it, Hashem does the rest. The same holds true for even our

inadvertent actions. If we had bad intentions, even we were saved from them, we require kaparah. However, if

we tried to learn, give tzedakah, do a chesed, be mekareiv someone but were unsuccessful, Hashem often helps

us to complete the task.

We will shortly be celebrating Purim when for a short time it seemed as if Klal Yisrael was, chas vesholom,

doomed. The decree was signed here but more importantly, in heaven. However, Mordechai and Esther did more

than humanly possible. They fasted for three days and nights, stormed the heavens and even shook up the angels

by not eating matzah on Pesach. At that point, Hashem stepped in and saved us. In these days, after the churban,

all we can to is try our best.  But we have to mean it with all heart and soul. Then we will win.
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This week we will discuss questions and answers about Parshas Zachor and Purim

Question: Is the reading of Parshas Zochor from a Sefer Torah a mitzvah d’oreisa or a d’rabbanan?

Answer: This ancient question has been the subject of a major dispute for many generations. Those who hold

that it is a d’oreisa include the Bach, Mogen Avrohom, Shulchan Aruch Harav, Rebbe Akiva Eiger, Maharsham,

and Netziv. Those who hold that it is a d’rabbanan include the P’nai Yehoshua, Shoel Umeishiv,  Machaneh

Chaim, Minchas Chinuch, Eliyahu Rabbah and keren Orah. We are machmir in many ways under the assumption

that it may be a d’oreisa.

Question: Does this make any difference in the way we do the mitzvah?

Answer: Yes. The Chasam Sofer (gloss to Shulchan Aruch 685) holds that since it may be a d’oreisa we should

ask the person receiving that aliya to have us, the listeners, in mind and we should have in mind to be yotzei with

his berachos. The same holds true according to many Poskim, but not all (such as the Aruch Hashulchan) that the

Baal Koreh should have us in mind for the mitzvah of remembering to eradicate Amalek and we should have in

mind to be yotzei with him. Also, it is extremely preferable that one should know the meaning of every word in

Parshas Zachor when listening to the laining (see Nitey Gavriel, page 145).

Question: I have heard conflicting things about whether or not women are obligated to hear Parshas Zachor in

Shul from the Torah. What is your opinion?

Answer: This, too, is the subject of a major machlokes (disagreement). The major opinion that women are

obligated is Rav Nosson Adler (cited in Binyan Tzion, Chadashos 8 and Derashos Chasm Sofer 3:92). However,

the overwhelming majority of other Poskim hold that women are not obligated. Nevertheless, it has become a

strong minhag amongst women to attend. Therefore, we are allowed to have a special laining for them and

healthy women who can, should attend. However, those who are not completely well or have children who need

care, may hear their husband or someone else lain Parshas Zachor from a Chumash. If a woman usually attends

but this year has difficulty doing so, she does not have to be matir neder. However, if she wishes to stop

attending from now on, she must be matir neder. Women may eat before hearing Parshas Zachor (Nitey Gavriel,

page 154:3

Question: Must one send Shalach Manos to everyone who sent to you?

Answer: The Sefer Hachaim by Rav Shlomo Kluger (695) rules that one must do so. However other Poskim

hold that it depends upon the famous disagreement as to why we send in the first place. The Trumas Hadeshen

(111) holds that it is to make sure everyone has enough food for the Purim Seudah. The Manos Haleivi by Rav

Alkabetz holds that it is to spread love and peace in Klal Yisrael. According to the first opinion, if you know that

the one who sent you has enough for the Seudah, you don’t have to send back. However according to the second

opinion, you must return the favor or there will a reduction in love and peace.
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